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The Rosetta Stone: And the Rebirth of Ancient EgyptProfile Books Ltd, 2008

	The Rosetta Stone is the most famous object in the British Museum. According to the museum’s own fi gures, it is the most visited item in the entire display, and perhaps the most lingered over, although a similar claim is sometimes made for the unwrapped mummy of a ginger tomcat which also forms part of the Egyptian collections. The...
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The Ultimate New York Body PlanMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Manhattan fitness trainer and wellness coach Kirsch (Sound Mind, Sound Body) has expertly sculpted the bodies of Naomi Campbell and Linda Evangelista and worked his fitness miracles on ABC's Extreme Makeover. Now he tends to readers seeking a fast way to slim down before that big wedding or bikini season. Normally, Hirsch says, he...
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Software Product Line Engineering: Foundations, Principles and TechniquesSpringer, 2005
This textbook addresses students, professionals, lecturers and researchers interested in software product line engineering. With more than 100 examples and about 150 illustrations, the authors describe in detail the essential foundations, principles and techniques of software product line engineering. The authors are professionals and researchers...
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The Definitive Guide to HTML5Apress, 2011


	The Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) has been around since the early 1990s. My earliest encounter

	was somewhere around 1993 or 1994, when I was working at a university research lab not far from

	London. There was only one browser—NCSA Mosaic—and the number of web servers could be counted

	on one hand.


...
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Earth Dynamics: Deformations and Oscillations of the Rotating EarthCambridge University Press, 2013

	The Earth is a dynamic system. Internal processes, together with external gravitational forces of the Sun, Moon and planets, displace the Earth's mass, impacting on its shape, rotation and gravitational field. Doug Smylie provides a rigorous overview of the dynamical behaviour of the solid Earth, explaining the theory and presenting...
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Transport Phenomena for Chemical Reactor DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The first complete, combined study of these two vital disciplines    

Laurence Belfiore’s unique treatment meshes two mainstream subject areas in chemical engineering: transport phenomena and chemical reactor design.  Expressly intended as an extension of Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot’s classic Transport Phenomena, and Froment...
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Understanding Voice Over IP TechnologyDelmar Cengage Learning, 2009

	The technology of voice over IP provides for making telephone calls over data networks
	such as the Internet and it has now reached critical mass. I know this because
	as a technology instructor I spend more and more time teaching Voice over IP or
	“VoIP.” I wrote this book because I couldn’t find any material suitable...
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Extreme Tissue Engineering: Concepts and Strategies for Tissue FabricationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	"Highly Commended at the BMA Book Awards 2013"


	"Extreme Tissue Engineering" is an engaging introduction to Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine (TERM), allowing the reader to understand, discern and place into context the mass of scientific, multi-disciplinary data currently flooding the field. It is...
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Robert B. Parker's Kickback (Spenser)Putnam Adult, 2016

	PI Spenser, knight-errant of the Back Bay, returns in this stellar New York Times–bestselling addition to the iconic series from author Ace Atkins.

	 

	What started out as a joke landed seventeen-year-old Dillon Yates in a lockdown juvenile facility in Boston Harbor. When he set up a prank Twitter...
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Programming for the Series 60 Platform and Symbian OS (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2002
The market drive towards advanced mobile services such as multimedia messaging and wireless access to the Internet sets high requirements for the terminals and networks. New devices (and networks) must be able to handle still and moving images, music, allow access to the Internet for messaging and browsing, and provide a diverse set of applications...
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Integrated Research in GRID Computing: CoreGRID Integration Workshop 2005 (Selected Papers) November 28-30, Pisa, ItalySpringer, 2007
Integrated Research in Grid Computing presents a selection of the best papers presented at the CoreGRID Integration Workshop (CGIW2005), which took place on November 28-30, 2005 in Pisa, Italy.
The aim of CoreGRID is to strengthen and advance scientific and technological excellence in the area of Grid and Peer-to-Peer technologies in...
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Bioterror: Anthrax, Influenza, and the Future of Public Health Security (Praeger Security International)Praeger Publishers, 2008

	This book uses the 2001 anthrax attacks as its point of departure for an analysis of the past, present, and future of America's preparedness to deal with major challenges to public health, including bioterrorism and pandemic flu. The study identified the strength and weaknesses of the system while making recommendations for improvements....
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